ENGLISH WEEK- PRIMARY (11.04.2017-26.04.2017)
Each subject week celebration aims to foster a love for the same, enhance comprehension and
creativity.

Subject week activities occupy a very significant place in the school day to day planner. They
enhance comprehension and provide an opportunity for self-expression and creativity to all the
learners equally. These activities go a long way in building confidence of the students in their
future endeavors.

The students of class 1 were introduced with several pair of opposites through rhymes and songs.
The concept was reinforced in a circle in the school ground, where in they wore badges depicting
various words and searched for their opposite partners. On the final day each pair, so formed, gave
a presentation of their respective opposites in a creative manner using concrete objects available
in the classroom.
A general introduction on Adjectives was given to the students of class 2 and a module adjectives
was shown on the Digital board. On Day-2,’Roll the Dice’ activity was conducted, in which the
learners came one by one and rolled the dice and described the picture pasted on the rolled side of
the dice. On Day-3, they drew a picture of their best friend and described him/her. On Day-4, the
class was divided into 4 groups to play a game where a picture was shown to the whole class, for

which the students had to write down as many adjectives as they could. At the end, the group
which had written the maximum relevant adjective was announced the winner. On Day-5, the
students of all the sections gathered in the auditorium and participated enthusiastically in an online game on Adjectives. The learners really enjoyed playing the game and were very excited to
answer the questions. On Day-6,a few sentences comprising adjectives were written on the
blackboard. The students drew pictures based on those sentences on A-4 size sheets and colored
them.

Students of class 3 turned into amazing storytellers as they completed their English week. The
theme for the week was-'Story Bird' where students presented their own individual stories in a
group using puppets, charts, songs etc. The challenge was to create a story using the characters of
the novel-'The Happy Prince' which the students took enthusiastically and performed well.
Students of class 4 had their English week activity on 18th April, 2017. The name of their activity
was “BE SCRIPTURIENT”. The students used the theme “ADVENTURE” from the novel, THE
BLUE DIAMOND and wrote their own stories. They created their adventures scene and presented
their stories in each section.
Students of Class-5 had their English week activity on 13th April, 2017.The name of their activity
was “3R’S (Reading, Reviewing, Rendition)”. In this activity students served as “Casting
Directors’ for a movie based on their Extensive Reader “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory”. They
played famous characters of the novel. The classroom was converted as a Chocolate factory. The
students exhibited their talent with great zeal and enthusiasm. It was a fun-filled educational
learning experience for all. Everyone worked to make this event possible and successful.
The results of the week are as follows:
CLASS
I
II
III
IV
V

ACTIVITY
Word Galaxy
I can Describe
Story Bird
Be Scripturient
3R’s(Reading,reviewing,
Rendition)

I POSITION

IV D
VB
******

II POSITION III POSITION
100 % Participation
100 % Participation
100 % Participation
IV B, IV C
IV F
VA
V C, V D

